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1). All vehicles and contents are stored at owner’s risk, SARL Directon  rance except no liability for loss or damage, 
howsoever caused, during storage.

2). All vehicles must be insured by the vehicle owner during the period of storage.

3).  or indoor storage, the fees are payable on booking.  If the owner of the vehicle terminates the storage contract 
prior to the end of the agreed term or removes their vehicle from storage for any period during the agreed storage 
term, no refunds shall be given.

4). Access to the storage facility to collect vehicles or return them to storage is strictly by prior arrangement and 
must be within notied opening tmes.

5). All gas botles must be turned of and vehicles must be lef in a such a conditon that does not pose any risk of 
ire, damage or other haaard to the site or other vehicles.

6). Any foodstufs or other substances likely to atract vermin must be removed or stored in airtght/vermin-proof 
containers during storage.

7). All rubbish must be disposed of and all waste/black tanks must be empted prior to arrival at the site.

7). No sub-letng or sharing of booked storage places is permited, only the vehicle detailed in the booking form can 
be stored.

8).  One full set of keys for each vehicle must be lef with the vehicle and no additonal keys will be lef on site.

9). A copy of the registraton certicate (Carte Grise) for each vehicle must be provided on entry into storage and the
original must not be lef on the vehicle or on site.

10). In the event of storage fees being overdue, SARL Directon  rance reserve the right to retain possession of the 
vehicle untl the arrears are setled in full or an alternatve agreement is reached.

11). In the event that the someone other than the owner of the vehicle collects the vehicle from storage, writen 
authorisiaton from the owner, statng the name and address of the person collectng the vehicle, must be given to 
SARL Directon  rance and identicaton must be shown by the person collectng the vehicle on arrival.

12). In the event of unforeseen circumstances (e.g. food, storms, ires or civil unrest), SARL Directon  rance reserves
the right to move the stored vehicle to alternatve storage untl such tme as it can be collected by the owner.


